
The wit of children need to be nurtured by nature. 

 

People who achieve a direct appreciation of nature can be granted the 

power of life to eternity. ----Rachel Carson  

 

I often think nostalgically about the childhood days when I loved to climb 

fig trees, eat figs sometimes and play hide-and-seek with mom hiding 

myself among the leaves. And I knew in which stream the most crabs 

lived and what plants can be ate as snacks very well.   

 

However, I find that my kids do that much less now. Nowadays, 

surrounded by the computer, TV, IM and electronic games, children have 

seen the significant changes in the ways of understanding and experience 

the nature. The relationship between children and nature has begun to be 

estranged and they have less and less time to be close to nature. Which is 

opposite to the childhood of ours. In May 9, the workshop of teacher 

Sandra focused on a kind of children education which is nature-based 

opened me up to a insight about how to rebuild a bridge between children 

and nature. 



 

 

The fear keeps growing children from enjoying the perfect and necessary 

grace by nature. 

 

As soon as stepped into the great lawn, we saw Sandra made a pot of fire. 

And people were enjoying themselves by throwing branches and pine 

needles into the fire pot. Teacher told us that the fear of parents is the 

biggist obstacle in their way to get the same freedom their parents ever 

had. The fear keeps growing children from enjoying the perfect and 

necessary grace by nature. And if you found yourself had fear of nature, 

like snake, insect , earthquake and so on, write the fear on the paper and 

throw the paper into the fire pot. Almost everyone took out pen and paper 

and wrote their fears solemnly. There were also some people who leaped 



over the fire pot bravely. And I screwed up my courage and leaped over 

the fire pot as well. I felt good when faced the fear so wisely. After that, 

we made a circle and song hand in hand around the fire. So it was Sandra 

who led us to know “fear” and my heart was opened when I came to 

know my fear of nature. 





 

 

Just like you can glimpse one’s soul when you look at his eyes, you can 

glimpse the soul of the land when you go deep into the flowers’ heart. 

 



Later, Sandra took us to pond to do some naturalistic observation 

----observe the nature quietly by drawing, poetizing or any other ways  

which we could express what we saw and felt throng our observation. 

People were dispersed around the lotus pond and chose the object of 

observation freely. We all totally get lost in the wonderful world 

----sunshine, summer breeze, lotus ,goldfish........ I sit near the waterfall 

feeling the water purl. The drops of water fell into my heart when I 

watched all quietly. The beautiful lotus and rose just like telling me that 

this was a paradise that God bestowed.  



 

After tasting the yummy laquat fruits and desserts, Sandra took us to the 

forest and farmland through the darkness to enjoy the close touch with 

nature by connect with forest spirits, animals, plants and ground. 

 



The nature gives people a kind of spirit as gift. Abraham Joshua Heschel 

used to encourage his students that when you wake up every morning, 

observe the world with a attitude of not taking everything for granted. 

Everything is unusual and incredible. And don’t be insouciant to life. The 

wit of people lies in that they can have a sense of wonder constantly.  





 

 

 

  

 

 

   

 


